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Аннотация: В данной статье проанализировано m число инвестиционных запасов, которые включают минимум общего риска среди n-числа запасов. В этом случае предполагается, что риск каждого
запаса i, который принадлежит набору j, связан с этими запасами зависимой функцией до степени
указанных инвестиций. Полный риск всех запасов - функция риска всех запасов в отдельности. Эта
проблема включает би-параметрическую нелинейную проблему оптимизации, и этого достаточно,
чтобы сделать вывод о том, как фактор одного параметрического оптимума может быть определен
для специального типа цели.
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INTRODUCTION
Financial management of economic agencies requires
creation of numerous investment portfolios that aim at
distributing risks which are generated under the effects of
unexpected factors. Distribution (2) of risks usually includes
solving optimization problems in which quantitative
parametric alternations of portfolios are considered as
objective.
For the first time, similar optimization problems were
investigated by Gary Markwitz (3). His works that are
the basis of stock portfolio theory have been assigned to
optimization problem and investment decisions in uncertain
conditions and risk. It means that, in Markwitz’s works the
significant role of covariance (4) has been clear in reducing
unsystematic risk among prices (interests) of stocks. Also,
his works have had influence on generation of two theories:
Funds valuation theory (1) and arbitrary computation
theory (4) which have provided ground for advent of other
financial models.
In general, in all of these models discussion is about
the formation of a portfolio from risky and non-risky
stock portfolios. Invested amount in stocks is assumed to
be equal to unit. Portfolio structure is assigned by unitary
investment and for this reason the invested amount is
not shared in practical models. Thus, if we don’t take the
uniformity condition of total invested amount into account,
the expected structure and interest, and portfolio risk will
depend on this investment. Therefore, there will be a
possibility for risk control and skillful distribution of funds.
This issue is of high importance in simultaneous formation
of varies portfolios. So, it is recommended to analyze one
of such problems. Distinguishing feature of this problem is
that quantities computation of portfolio risk is conducted
on the basis of allocated investment, and other factors
influencing the risk are ruled out.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
We assume that financial structure of an agency is
based on the aim of N risky and current stock investment
portfolio formation.
Moreover, stocks are classified into N groups and each
portfolio can be laid in one of these groups. For creating
portfolio i-th from group j-th of stocks, money amount xij
i=1,m, i=1,n, are assigned and the formation of portfolio
i-th from group j-th of stocks relates to portfolio risk. This
risk with the function rij (xij) depends only on allocated
investment. In the case of function rij (xij), it is assumed
that they will contain eventual non-negative quantities in a
definite field. Portfolio i-th constructed from stock group
j-th, (i ,j) is called Portfolio.
We insert matrix S for describing a set of M portfolio.
Elements of the matrix are demonstrated in figure below:

This matrix can be called goal matrix among portfolios
and stock groups, because constructing portfolio i-th from
stock group j-th can be analyzed as the aim of portfolio i-th
in relation to group j-th (or vice versa).

Therefore, the condition in which each portfolio is
composed of one set of stocks means that matrix S is a
unitary matrix.
The set of all goals matrix which satisfy this condition
are shown with N (the number of elements of set N equal
nm).
In general, quantitative computation of total risk of all
portfolios which are selected altogether can be carried on
like specified function in the sets:

So we have:
Considering below conditions beside formation of
investment portfolio m, financial structure should minimize
each total risk:
a) Goal matrix formation
b) Investment distribution among portfolios.
Therefore the model requires goal matrix formation and
limited investment distribution (K), in a way beside which
function R reach its minimum amount R*:
(1.1)
In which matrix S satisfies the condition below:
(1.2)

In addition, since quantities xij in function R imply
invested amount distributed among portfolios, provided
that this investment is distributed completely among
portfolio M, below conditions should be carried on for xij:
(1.3)

(1.4)
For some problems, we can add the condition of being
integer (or discreteness) of variables xij.
As is clear in the structure of the model, the problem
is a bi-parametric optimization problem; Moreover, this
problem is a variance of classic non-linear problem in
relation to parameter S, and non-linear optimization
resource distribution problem in relation to parameter xij.
So, these two problems can’t be analyzed separately,
because for solving this problem the amount of optimized
investment distribution and optimized resource distribution,
and optimized goal matrix is needed. Thus, this problem
should be solved in a way that provides possibility for
finding aim and optimized distribution simultaneously.
METHOD OF SOLVING THE PROBLEM
In general, function R can have a complicated structure
which causes some calculation problems; But analyzing
the structure of problem shows that the aim of this problem
can be converted into one parametric optimum resources
distribution problem for some types of functions. One of
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these types is descending functions in accordance with
each Argoman in [0, K] coordinate. We briefly explain the
process of converting for this type of functions.
We show the matrix from the set N which includes Ski
(k, 1)- 1 with S(K, 1) sign. The rest of the elements are
constant and the subset N1={S(1,1), S(1,2),…,S(1,n)} is
separated from set N. N1 elements are only different from
each other in first lines. Now we analyze the minimization
problem which is extended in accordance with subset N1:
(2.1):

following completely aggregated problem:
(2.3)
Or in equivalent form we have:
(2.4):
Or we will have following conditions:
(2.5):
(2.6):
In which we have:
(2.7):

Here we have:
The features of problem (2, 1) are explained below:
a) Minimization variables x11, x12,…,x1n are occurred at
the same[0, K] coordinate.
b) Regarding features of N1 elements, it is concluded
that
....................................................
For total:
,
According to the stated items and regarding function R
as a descending function, it is concluded that problem (1, 2)
is equivalent to following problem:(2. 2)

In which we have for total y1=arg
We will call the explained process as an aggregation of
problem (2, 1) in relation to problem (2, 2).
Then with converting a single element in each line
except the first line, we separate the subset (1, 1):
again and compute the aggregation of related problems
in N2. We continue this process to the point that there is no
first Argoman of R in all aggregated problems of F1 (y1)
function. With doing this item, the process of aggregation
in the first Argoman of function R is finished.
Thus, with continuing this process for second and third
Argomans and for m-Argoman, We consequently get the
28

Solving problem (1. 1)-(1-4) can be started with
specifying Fi (yi) functions along with helping formula
(2. 7). In this case using formula (2. 8), we assume the
problems of xij variables in yi variables to be constant; Then
like y1 variables and Fi (yi) functions we can solve (2. 4)-(2.
6) problems.
The complexity of (2. 4)-(2. 6) problem mostly depends
on the degree of non-linearity of function R. Solving (2.
4)-(2. 6) problem can be simpler for some partial functions
of function R.
Definite recurrent functions can be regarded one of its
partial functions.
Function R (Z1, Z2,….. Zm) is called definite recurrent
function if it provides the following problem:
It is clear that the optimization problems of the type
(2. 4)-(2. 6) are simply solvable based on the BLMAN`s
optimality principle .
As a result using R.BLMAN optimized Axiom, We
compute following recurrent equation:
(2.9):
In the initial conditions we have:
(2.10):
For example, we indicate partial functions R which are
mostly noticeable in following part.
1)If the risk of all portfolios of M means the risk of total
separated portfolios, then after conversion, R function and
related recurrent equation of (2. 9) will be like this:

2) If as a total risk, the maximum risk of all M-portfolios
is chosen, then we have:

When the total risk is considered as a minimum risk
of all M-portfolios, then recurrent equations have the same
forms as well.
For solving (2. 9)-(2. 10) equations we have this
explanation:
If in problem (1. 1)-(1. 4) the condition of being integer
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for Xij variables is hold, then yi variables are also integer
and the computations of Bl (z) functions at integers’ points
of [0, Z] will be occurred, but if in problem (1. 1)-(1. 4) the
conditions of being integer isn’t found, then [0, Z] point in
(2. 9)-(2. 10) equations will be discontinuous in a certain
way.[6]
CONCLUSIONS
1) Total risk in multi-portfolio model can be started by a
linear function which depends on the risk of all portfolios.
2) Total risk of Minimization problem is regarded as
a bi-parametric non-linear optimization problem. One of
these parameters is goals matrix and the other is invested
amounts which are specified for providing portfolios.
3) With using the method of successive aggregation of
objective, this problem aggregates like one parametric nonlinear optimization problem.
4) The aggregated problem can be solved by using
dynamic programming.
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